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Meet your available trainers!   
 
Dave Tippett, PHR, SHRM-CP (dave.tippett@TheEA.org) 
Director, On-Site Learning and Consulting 

 
Bob Bethel,  SPHR, SHRM-SCP (bob.bethel@TheEA.org) 
Vice President—HR and Learning Services  

 
Sheila Eason, SPHR, SHRM-SCP (sheila.eason@TheEA.org) 
Senior Human Resources Consultant 

 
Colleen House, SHRM-SCP (colleen.house@TheEA.org) 
Senior Human Resources Consultant 
 
Jack Hollister, MBA (jack.hollister@TheEA.org) 
President of the Employers’ Association 
 

 

Spring into  
On-Site Learning! 
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It’s Spring and that means fresh, new opportunities to let the 
EA sharpen and enhance key skills for you and your team!  

 

Check out these topics! 
 

 The ABC’s of Employment Compliance for Supervisors—what supervisor can, can’t 
and should do: Armed with the latest in best practices and years of front line, 
practical experience, our trainers equip participants with knowledge and tools they 
can use in the workplace right away. 

 

 Behavioral Interviewing: Great cultures are built by hiring great people. Done well, 
the process of interviewing and hiring new employees can lead to improved morale, 
increased customer satisfaction, heighted leadership development, and improves the 
overall results of the organization. This session, delivered by content experts, gives 
practical, up to date content, and a chance to practice critical skills.  

 

 Building Civility and Respect in the Workplace: This session covers what all                     
employees need to know about Harassment, plus the importance of building and 
maintaining respect and civility (and why that matters). Diversity, unconscious bias, 
trust, and simply expecting respect at work can be included in this customizable and 
interactive session.  

 

 Building and Maintaining Trust on a Team for Leaders: This content-rich training 
unpacks an acronym that gives dysfunctional teams new tools for success, and healthy 
teams a needed shot in the arm. 

 

 Ditch the Drama: Reality Based Leadership: offered exclusively to EA members.             
Want to turn excuses into results? Transform unhappy employees into accountable, 
successful members of the workforce? Then “Reality Based Leadership” is the key! 
Instead of working to perfect the circumstances of employees, you’ll discover practical 
tools and techniques to reveal a reality-based mindset. Through this new mindset, 
you’ll gain simple ways to call your teams to greatness, keeping them ready for                 
business challenges now and into the future. They begin to succeed and deliver results 
in spite of their circumstances. 

 

 Employee Engagement Survey: Customized to give you the information you need 
NOW regarding employee engagement. Each survey is designed for your particular 
workplace, and we do all the work. Get facts, not theories or assumptions. Expert              
implementation, all efficient, effective and economical. 

 

 Employee Handbook Review/Updates: We can help you keep your Employee                    
Handbook up to date as a professional (and compliant), useful communication tool. 

 Extraordinary Customer Experience Training: Wait, did we say ‘experience’               
instead of ‘service’? Yes, indeed. Customer service is one thing, but a great                       
customer experience brings them back time and time again. Our training is                      
applicable to the new or seasoned professional.   

 

 The Five Languages of Appreciation at Work: Using an effective assessment tool, 
participants learn how to show specific appreciation that is truly valued by the             
recipient, leading to stronger engagement, higher retention and improved morale. 

 

 Harassment Awareness and Prevention: Be proactive - have us come to your place 
of business and present no-nonsense, straightforward information and advice to 
any audience, from manufacturing to the professional office, and everyone in              
between. Up-to-date, professionally taught with an engaging training style. 

 

 HR Audits: Don’t wait for a government agency to come and audit your HR                  
practices, including wage and salary issues. We can help ensure you’ll be compliant 
with our HR Audits! No more guess work about your HR needs. Let us be your                
resource to bring calm to chaos. 

 

 Supervisory/Leader Academy: We offer a series of nine, two hour sessions, 
delivered on-site. Companies can pick and choose from the nine sessions offered, 
or can implement all of them. Certificates of Completion are offered at the end of 
the sessions. Content can also be customized. Sample topics include: 
Understanding Roles and Responsibilities, What Supervisors Need/Ought to Know 
About Compliance Issues, Coaching/Corrective Action, Resolving Conflict, Building 
Trust on a Team, Effective Communication, Managing Change, Motivation and 
Recognition, and Problem Solving. 

 
 Train the Trainer: Building Effective Facilitation Skills To Make Learning Last:                 

Participants learn key elements in adult learning, tools that work (body language, 
active listening, paraphrasing, eye contact, paying attention to verbal’s, pacing), 
resolving common problem situations, and demonstrating best practices by                  
creating and presenting a short company-specific session that can be videotaped 
for effective evaluation. 

 
 Working Better Together, With DISC: At work, many times, people ask “Why did 

they do that, say that, or act like that?!” Using an individual assessment, DISC helps          
supervisors and team members understand the communication and motivational 
styles of others, which leads to clear understanding of other’s objectives, intentions 
and goals (and thus decreasing drama and conflict). Easy to understand and               
immediately applicable, DISC helps eliminate “communication waste” and builds        
efficiencies to get the results everyone wants.  


